
Phil Tsaryk

I am highly motivated person with 17 years of experience (including University) in a front-end
development. I have solid knowledge in modern web technologies including ES6+, React, TypeScript,
Angular, Node.js, etc. I have broad experience in conforming JavaScript and HTML/CSS code to
work in old browsers. Familiar with mobile first approach, making responsive design. Experienced
in full stack development using Ruby, Ruby on Rails, Java, Node.js.

I am experienced in designing solutions from scratch and establishing development processes on
the project, including CI process. Experienced in supporting legacy code with further step-by-step
refactoring. I have strong knowledge of design patterns and web platform specifics.

I have a very good feedback from customers, team members and managers. Enthusiastic about
challenging tasks, fast learner, good team player with strong motivation and good communication
skills. Always ready to participate in mentoring programs as a mentee and a mentor.

Becides that I am taking care of my pet projects hosted on github.

Contacts:

� Tel: +48 534 898 187

� Email: phil@tsaryk.com

� My legal name: Pilip Tsaryk

Skill Overview

� Front end: HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript (incl. ES6+), TypeScript, Sass, Less, Angular (v1.x and
v2+), React (and related technologies like Redux, MobX, Reflux, Preact, Styled-components,
etc.)

� Back end: Ruby, Python, Bash, Node.js, GraphQL, MySQL, PostgreSQL

Experience

� Middle/Senior Software Developer, Apr 2018–Present (61 months)

Joined a new teammainly supporting and developing marketing landing pages on HTML5/CSS3/JS.

Developed and supporting an interactive tool (distributed as a NPM package) which allows
to create a working template of a landing page. This is a Node.js application. It uses EJS
template engine to simplify the process of gathering parts of a page together and to automate
a routine and manual work.

Later was involved to planning and development of several new projects from scratch.

One of them: A graphical constructor for non-tech guys for producing and publishing landing
pages. This is React application which generates a static page using Gatsby and is bound
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with multiple internal services. Later evolved into React application with server-side rendering
deployed on AWS.

Second: Interactive Node.js application based on Express for building and configuring data
feeds.

I was an initiator and a maintainer of several team practices, e.g. team’s code style implemented
in eslint-config, changing stand up driver every day across the team, pushing code before going
home, introducing and following Git commit message conventions, team’s git flow, Jira flow.

In a meantime participating in a constant improving of development process, getting rid of
legacy stuff, experimenting with new technologies and conducting workshops and knowledge
sharing sessions.

My main speciality — JavaScript. In frontend part — React. In backend part — Node.js/Express.
Due to our project are deployed to AWS I also perform DevOps tasks: maintaining Docker
images, setting up CI/CD, and configuring AWS terraform.

Since April 2019 I have been promoted to Senior position.

Since 2020 working in a new team and releasing many cool products every sprint.

Noticeable projects:

1) Modular UI component (React) which is a core of daily interactions of million users with
the main services, distributed via npm

2) Configurable UI component (React) with plugin system distributed via AWS for numerous
environments

3) Handling LivePerson conversations via LivePerson Functions cloud and AWS lambdas

4) A numerous unofficial and pet projects which help people in daily routine, generating reports
to Dovico, Bamboo, PagerDuty, etc.

– Company: Grand Parade, Kraków Area, Poland

– Tools & technologies used: HTML5/CSS3, JavaScript, TypeScript, SASS, React, Gatsby,
EJS, Node.js, AWS, Express, Webpack, rollup, jest, Git, Jira, Jenkins, GitLab CI, npm,
server-side rendering, Docker, LivePerson FaaS, Optimizely, Splunk, NewRelic, Playwright

� JavaScript Developer, Dec 2017–Mar 2018 (4 months)

Developing an application which is being used by 1M+ users every day.

I am responsible for UI development. All code is covered with BDD tests, unit-tests, integration
tests.

Development process consists of Kanban methodology, merge requests for every story/task,
code reviews of merge requests, CI to run tests and make builds.

In the same time supporting another project from the same domain. It is React application
with GraphQL and other modern stuff.

– Company: EPAM Systems, Kraków Area, Poland

– Tools & technologies used: JavaScript, React, Reflux, SASS, Mustache templates, GraphQL,
Apollo, Webpack, Grunt, Karma, Jasmine, Git, Jira, Jenkins

� JavaScript Developer, Nov 2015–Nov 2017 (25 months)

Developing a web-application for managing some specific hierarchy data which allows adding,
removing, sorting, merging, exporting to Excel files, etc.
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I am responsible for UI development. JavaScript code with business logic is covered by unit
tests. I also perform code reviews of my collegues.

I take part in daily standups and weekly demos with the customer. I had a chance to show
features invented by me from scratch to the customer.

– Company: EPAM Systems, Kraków Area, Poland

– Tools & technologies used: JavaScript, ES6, AngularJS 1.6, Redux, Bootstrap, Lodash,
Webpack, Gulp, Bower, Karma, Jasmine, Protractor, Git, Jira, TeamCity

� Front-End Developer, Jul 2016–Jun 2017 (12 months)

Taking part in a friend’s startup as a front-end developer. This is a social network-like ap-
plication for people in a specific area of business and it works together with some hardware
devices.

Responsible for a whole front-end part.

– Tools & technologies used: Angular 2, Material design, TypeScript, Lodash, Node.js,
Webpack, Karma, Jasmine, Protractor, Git, Bitbucket, Jenkins, AWS

� JavaScript Developer, Apr 2014–Oct 2015 (19 months)

Developing a client application for monitoring remote servers including separate versions for
desktop and mobile browsers.

– Company: SaM Solutions Gmbh, Minsk, Belarus

– Responsibilities: Planning, UI development, manual testing, taking part in meetings, UI
design, making mockups, reporting

– Tools & technologies used: JavaScript, Sencha Ext JS, Sencha Touch, SASS, SCCI proto-
col, Sencha Architect

� Full Stack Developer, Oct 2012–Feb 2014 (17 months)

Developing a firmware withWeb GUI for network-attached storages based on Debian GNU/Linux.

Developed and released a complete product with periodical updates with fixes and improve-
ments.

– Company: SaM Solutions Gmbh, Minsk, Belarus

– Responsibilities: Planning, UI and back-end development, writing automated tests, man-
ual testing, taking part in meetings, architecture and UI design, making mockups, collab-
orating with translators, reporting

– Tools & technologies used: Debian, Ruby, Sinatra, Rspec, Haml, HTML, CSS, JavaScript,
jQuery, Dropbox SDK, Jasmine, Git, Jenkins, Transifex, Jira

� Java Developer, Nov 2011–Sep 2012 (11 months)

Developing client-server application which provides remote management and configuration of
servers.

– Company: SaM Solutions Gmbh, Minsk, Belarus

– Responsibilities: Planning, developing, testing, reporting

– Tools & technologies used: Java SE, Java RMI, Swing, JAXB, Windows PowerShell, SVN
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� Full Stack Developer, Feb 2011–Aug 2012 (19 months)

Taking part in developing of a language learning service.

– Responsibilities: UI and back-end development, writing automated tests, manual testing

– Tools & technologies used: Ruby, Ruby on Rails, PostgreSQL, ERB, SASS, Compass,
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery, Git

Education

� Polotsk State University, 2006–2011

Diploma in Software Engineering.

Appendix

� https://github.com/phts

� https://www.linkedin.com/in/tsaryk

� https://stackoverflow.com/users/2462524/phts

� https://tsaryk.com/
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